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LOVE AND KINDNESS FIND A NEW CHAMPION IN HUMANITY, THE MANATEE 
New Book Teaches Children How to Live Every Day with Humanity 

[CONCORD, Ca] — Humanity Power™, a 501 (c)(3) non-profit dedicated to ending the ‘isms 
that harm humanity, introduces its first children’s book, “The Adventures of Humanity the 
Manatee.” Through real-world examples, the 36-page story helps children understand and 
navigate their own humanity in thoughts, words, and actions. 

The powerful and touching story is the brain-child of author, entrepreneur, and visionary, 
Charisse Fontes. As a corporate culture consultant, birth doula, and the founder of Humanity 
Power, Charisse is on a mission to help heal humanity by transforming the ‘isms that 
discriminate into seeking the unity within humanity. The iconic baby manatee was suggested by 
her husband, Mike Fontes, and brought to life visually by illustrator Sharleen Rachel Sutjitra. 

“As soon as Humanity Power was born, I knew I wanted to create a resource dedicated to 
children,” says Charisse Fontes, the busy mom of five children. “During a recent reading with 
kids, one child said, ‘Mommy, we should get this book because it teaches about being good 
people!’ That’s the whole point of the story. No matter how old you are, we can all live with 
humanity in both our words and actions.” 

The first book in an expected series will be available via the Humanity Power website in June 
2021. Pre-order requests are available now. The hardcover book is written for children, ages 
2-10. 

Humanity Power will donate a portion of the book’s proceeds to Save the Manatee, a non-profit 
organization dedicated to protecting manatees and their habitats. 

For more information about “The Adventures of Humanity the Manatee” and its author, visit 
https://www.humanitypower.org/humanitythemanatee.  

### 

About Humanity Power 

Humanity Power™ is a vision statement to end the 'isms that are harming our humanity by using the unity within 
our humanity. Through community activities, educational workshops, and products, Humanity Power helps 
individuals and companies transcend limiting and learned belief systems. To learn more or contact us, visit https://
humanitypower.org.   
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